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Chapter 2773

It

seems that the back is a little hot…

and it seems that the butt is a little hot…

“Damn, it’s so fucking hot!” In the next second, even George Han, who is extremely
endurable, is in an instant. Hot yelling at the elevated temperature.

Jade Bingzhu is still releasing a faint coolness, which also means that it is not that it
doesn’t work, but that the old man must be making trouble outside again.

How to do? !

The Five Elements God Stone has been urged to its maximum, and it is not available!

The Jade Bingzhu had also lit up and began to cool down.

The Bahuang Heavenly Book is also useless here. Once jumping into the Bahuang
Heavenly Book, the Heavenly Book will fall into the fire and be directly incinerated…

Suddenly, George Han frowned.

“Tips!”

Can the old village chief asked the old village chief to give him a sachet, saying that it
could be opened in a critical moment. Obviously, there is no more critical situation.

No more nonsense, and hurriedly opened the white sachet from the space ring, but
almost immediately when George Han took out the sachet, the intense heat caused the
white sachet to catch fire on the spot.

Regardless of the burning of the fire, in the burning sachet, George Han found a piece of
white paper that had already begun to burn.

The moment the white paper was spread out, the entire white paper was suddenly
ignited, and most of the zigzags on the paper disappeared with the burning, but
fortunately, George Han could see a few words clearly.

“The world is the same…”

Damn, the world is the same? !



George Han frowned, what does this mean? !

The inexplicable four words seem to make sense for whatever they hold up!

In other words, what is the difference between these four words being said and not
being said? !

Damn, this silkworm god is really enough, can’t there be other things in this bag? Put a
flammable paper, what’s up? !

But what exactly does this mean? !

The world is the same?

The heat can make people emotionally irritable, even out of control, not to mention that it
is still such a critical moment of life and death.

Even if it is as strong as George Han, at this time, it is like an ant on a hot pot, rushing
round and round.

But the more anxious, the more chaotic your thoughts, and the more chaotic, the more
anxious, and it can even cause people to collapse.

So at this juncture, even though he was upset, George Han still kept telling himself in his
heart, hold on, and hold on!When he was in

a better mood, George Han’s fine taste was just those four words, and his eyes stared at
the front.

Looking at the raging fire, George Han suddenly locked his eyes on the jade ice beads
that Wei Wei resisted.

Instead of thinking about what others might give, it is better to gather your spirit in the
present and rely on yourself.

“At the beginning, after the Shen Yan Zhu could bless the energy, it spewed countless
large waters. Wouldn’t the jade ice bead also work?”

George Han’s mind came up with a strange and bold idea!

It may not be impossible.

Jade Bingzhu also needs energy to wake up, but George Han has always strictly
followed this method, anyway, it can be lit up with energy, so every time it is only a little
bit.

What if I catalyzed all the power of chaos? What will be the effect?



Either it erupts directly like Shen Yanzhu, or it sinks into the sea, all the power of chaos
is equal to meat buns hitting dogs, completely losing the opportunity to comeback,
waiting to be burned alive.

“The whole world is the same. With these four words, I’ll take a gamble.” George Han
gritted his teeth softly.

As soon as the voice fell, George Han stopped talking nonsense, and suddenly moved
his left hand, still taking care of the basic plate of the five-element sacred stone.
Suddenly, a force of strength was gathered in his right hand and directly into the jade ice
bead.

“That’s awful!”

George Han felt a cold heart and couldn’t help but said depressed.

Damn, it’s gone?

Not even a little reverberant?

Depressed, quite depressed.

But when George Han was depressed, suddenly, there was no reflection on the little
jade ice beads, and even the faint cold air that had just been released, disappeared
completely at this time.

George Han is even more depressed, what is this? Not only was there no big explosion
as imagined, even the things that Jade Bingzhu had in itself were gone?

Isn’t it?

So unlucky?

boom!

Suddenly, there was a loud noise, and immediately after that, the jade ice bead that
hadn’t reflected anything, suddenly spewed out a huge air-conditioning!

From the inside out, completely exploded!

The entire supreme fire trembles suddenly! !

“what!”

Chapter 2774



Liu Tao, who was blessing the power of the flame, was suddenly horrified, looking at the
supreme fire that suddenly became extremely spreading in disbelief.

How could this be? !

Now that guy is still resisting? !

What the hell does this guy do?

In panic, he suddenly continued to bless his strength, and Dou Da’s sweat continued to
drip down his forehead.

He has exerted all his strength, but what makes him feel even more surprised is that
even so, the supreme fire in front of him still jumps very, really difficult to control!

That guy can still support it!

Liu Tao was shocked, the first time in decades.

What kind of guy did he meet? !

Abnormal!

“What are you doing in a daze?” Liu Tao looked back and drank softly.

The eleven elders were in shock, and Liu Tao was shocked, let alone them. As he
shouted, a group of elders came back to their senses abruptly. They didn’t dare to think
about it, and eleven people made a violent move and directly waved their hands and
punched out an energy to support Liu Tao.

As the eleven rays of light hit Liu Tao, immediately, Liu Tao’s energy to support the
Supreme Fire of the body also suddenly increased.

The jumping and restless Supreme Fire directly stabilized the figure, its appearance was
far bigger than before.

“

Damn, Patriarch Liu has directly joined hands with the eleven elders.” “Fuck, this is just
going to kill that young man.”

“That’s not it, this is half of the Liu family. “

“With such a prestige, even if you look at the entire desert, who would dare to confront it
head-on? Although I know that the young man has lost, but even if he loses, he is
worthy of losing.”

” Nothing to say. Wrong, it is reasonable to lose in this situation.” A



group of people sighed and shook their heads, sighing.

However, some people suddenly thought: “What would happen if they were to win in this
situation?” As

soon as these words came out, the crowd fell into a dead silence!

In this case, what will happen if you win? !

This is an extremely surprising question, but in turn, this is another extremely funny
question!

“Hahahaha!”

After a moment in the crowd, what was ushered in was a full house of laughter.

“At this time, can you stop making this kind of joke?” “Yes, be serious, be serious. Those
few people are fighting fiercely. As bystanders, we must be polite, and more importantly,
we must maintain basic respect.”

“Yes, in the future. Don’t just make funny jokes, or just make laughs to yourself!” The

man with this weird idea just said a word, and everyone was furious. The poor guy didn’t
even have a chance to refute him. Cursing shrank his head and lowered his head.

But in his heart, he was dissatisfied. Although this idea was a bit weird, it didn’t mean it
was impossible.

“Brother, watch the game with peace of mind. This is better than anything else. As for
your weird thoughts, it’s better to put them away. This is the head of the Liu family, plus
the eleven strongest elders. Do you know what this means? ? ” “

this may mean that almost half of Liu’s family force ah, do not say that a young boy,
even to the master of the house Fang, what can they do? “

parties every family owners?

That is the strongest existence in the desert world!

Is there nothing he can do? !

Hearing this, the guy nodded blankly, and completely abandoned his wishful thinking.

If even the head of the Fang family has no chance to win, it is true that this young man
can never have the slightest chance of winning.

“Despicable!”



On the other hand, Lu Zhu gritted his teeth at this time, cursing in anger.

Su Yan and the pangolin are also anxiously stomping their feet on the spot, so many
people are simply invincible.

“Xiao Qian.” Su Yan yelled softly.

A waitress hurriedly approached: “Yes.”

“Go and inform Fang’s house.”

The waitress nodded, taking advantage of everyone not paying attention, she quietly
withdrew from the rear, and ran all the way to the direction outside Juying Pavilion.

At this time, inside the Supreme Fire, the white gas exploded by the Jade Bingzhu
almost slowly filled George Han’s surroundings, and the Anti-Buddha gave him a world
of ice and snow.

The Jade Bingzhu at the most center, under the urging of George Han, is still sending
out an incomparably cold white aura continuously.

But at this time, another strong external force suddenly struck.

Only this time, George Han, who was sitting in front of Yu Bingzhu, was not flustered just
now. Some were just sneer at the corner of his mouth…

Chapter 2775

George Han, once again bet right.

In other words, in the extremely hot and extremely irritable environment, this guy used
his patience and wisdom to truly understand the meaning of the four characters left by
the god of silkworm.

That’s right, Jade Bingzhu and Shenyanzhu are almost the same.

It can be motivated by gong, naturally, or it can be helped by gong.

This is the first half of the sentence that the world is the same.

“Since I know the gameplay of Jade Bingzhu, what will happen to you?” The

ice and fire showdown, the face is ice and fire, but in fact, it is the internal strength of
both sides!

After all, who is more able to support their own power, who will have the last laugh?



But if it’s better than internal force? Who is George Han afraid of?

For many years in all directions, a person who can compare with George Han’s internal
strength can count it with a single finger.

“Let you toss me for so long and play me like a roast pig. Now, should I perform?”

George Han opened his eyes slightly and smiled evilly.

Take back the left hand that has been stable the Five Elements Divine Stone, and let it
play on its own. Then, George Han poured all the aura in his body directly into the jade
ice bead.

Just like before, Yu Bingzhu was stunned for a moment, but after a while, the majestic
white Qi suddenly released from her body wildly.

boom!

The supreme fire is like a ball that wraps something. Suddenly, the content inside
suddenly expands, and its body continues to expand.

Even in the faint expansion, the anti-Buddha will be torn apart.

“boom!”

The twelve Liu Tao immediately felt a strange force and directly pushed them back and
took a step back!

“What?”

“That kid is still fighting inside!”

“It’s simply impossible!”

A group of elders were shocked and looked at each other in a panic.

Liu Tao also looked incredible, but as the owner of the family, he quickly stabilized his
mind and snorted: “Backup plan!” As he drank and the leader elder waved his hand, the
remaining elites rushed over one by one, paying attention to the energy of the twelve
people.

Suddenly, the energy blessing in Liu Tao’s hands became even greater, illuminating
almost the entire Juying Pavilion!

“Retreat!”



Almost at the same time, the people watching the excitement drank in unison, and the
next second they collectively pushed the energy shield, causing it to flee after being
broken.

“Let’s go too!” Lv Zhu shouted, and together with the pangolin, poured his final strength
into the energy shield and withdrew Su Yan in a panic.

“Boom!!” In the

entire Juying Pavilion, everything was melted.

The four-story Juying Pavilion is beginning to collapse!

However, this kind of collapse is more like disappearing out of thin air, the falling slag,
even without a chance to fall, melts instantly.

On the extremely sturdy ground, the floor tiles have long been gone, only the red-burned
ground, like broken magma, is daunting.

“My heaven!”

The group of people who escaped, clutching their heads one by one, looked at this
terrifying and shocking scene almost unbelievably! ]

Everything is burned!

What a powerful force this is, and what a fierce fire can it do!

The flames have soared into the sky, so that it is impossible for everyone to see exactly
what happened inside at this time.

Lu Zhu and Su Yan also stared at the scene of the incident in a daze, and they couldn’t
even breathe for a while.

It was shocking!

They can’t even describe this scene. Is this the true terrifying power of the Liu Family,
one of the four greatest in the desert world?

“That… that George Han…” Su Yan stared blankly at the center of the Supreme Fire.
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